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When to Introduce the scale 
 



Why hand rear green magpies  

 Long history of parents breaking eggs 

 Only 4.2 individuals in US zoos 

 Hand rearing room on display to public 

 



Hatching green magpie 



Day 4, gripping on sticks 



Day 9, gripping on small 
nest 



Day 17, supporting himself 
and begging 



Day 21, perching 



Why hand rear guira cuckoo 
 
 High demand from other zoos 

 Demand for imprinted birds 

 Plans to open new guira cuckoo interactive 
exhibit 

 Hand rearing room on display to the public 

 



Guira cuckoo chicks 
 



Hand rearing room 



Brooder set up 



Fledging cage 



Why scale train? 
 
  Birds already being hand fed 

 Weights needed to monitor proper growth 
rates 

 Introducing training at a young age makes 
birds more trainable for their entire lives 

 Why not? 



Basics  
 
  Hand feeding using tweezers and soaked 

pellets, Meat Eating Bird, and pieces of 
rodents 

 Green magpies raised alone, but younger bird 
had visual contact with older bird for entire 
life 

 Guira cuckoos raised in a group 

 

 

 

 

 



Introducing the scale to 
magpies 
 
 
 
 
 

 From hatch, weighed by placing in scale in a 
bowl or artificial nest 

 Begging for food from keeper after fledging, 
while trying to teach birds to eat on their own 

 Day 33, began hand-feeding only from scale, dish 
feeding in cage 

 Day 34 created a perch for scale, bird 
immediately flies to perch when placed in front 
of door 

 Cue birds to scale then feed 

 



Early scale use 



Introducing scale to guiras 
 
  Only fed on scale entire lives 

 Very challenging to get one bird on the scale 
at a time 

 Birds incredibly food motivated 

 Learned to come to scale or hand 
exceptionally quickly, by day 12 



Overcoming challenges  

 Guiras taught cues, using their band color as 
the cue 

 Only rewarded when called to scale, 
otherwise removed and returned to 
enclosure.  



Adult guira cuckoo on scale 
 



Long term benefits  
  
 Weights easily monitored for life of bird 

 Guira cuckoos remain tractable 

 Green magpies shift trained easily 

 Able to get more food to struggling guira 
while alone  on scale 

 

 


